Introduction to Film. Year 8.
Task One
Brainstorm as many different genres of film as you can think of, for example horror, comedy…can
you think of at least on film for each genre?

Watch the following three links and try to work out the genre.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xMpynDcfug
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xMpynDcfug
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxqQPrUomTc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S6IJWilpx4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QamPg3jX4Gs&feature=r
elated

Fill in this table with examples of typical settings, characters and plots. Can you think of a film title
for each one?
Genre

Typical setting

Typical
characters

Typical plots

Romantic
comedy

Busy cities

Young man

They meet, hate
each other. They
eventually fall in
love

Young woman

Disney
Animation

Science fiction

Horror

Musical

Task 2

 Design a DVD film cover for a film of your choice/a made up film! Use interesting
colours, fonts and annotate your design! Use the diagram to help with your design.

Task 3

Watch this video explaining camera shots and angles
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laU2MI6X48I&feature=related

Angles can also include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Straight-on – camera pointed straight at the subject
High angle – camera pointed down at the subject
Low angle- camera pointed up at the subject
Canted - horizon is tilted
Point of view– camera acts as eyes of someone in the film and
we see the action through their eyes

For each of the shots beneath, can you work out the camera angle/ type of
shot? Why might the director have used these shots? What were they trying to
convey? (communicate to the audience) Then design your own shots on the
sheet on the next page.

Type of shot: Extreme long shot

Type of shot: Long shot

Type of shot: Medium shot

Type of shot: Close-up

Type of shot: Extreme Close-up

Task 4
Mise en Scene
This means the way in which objects, scenery and the location are shown using light or dark,
pattern, colour, camera position and angle. Mise en scene establishes mood and
atmosphere and can express the inner life of the characters threough the way in which the
scene is depicted on stage.
Look at this establishing (opening) shot from Pirates of the Caribbean. Annotate it for
camera angle, shot, colour and props. What do we learn about the genre and atmosphere of
the film at the beginning? What are the connotations of the colours and the images?

Task 5
Sound is a key element in films. Sound and music can affect our feelings.

There are two types of sound used in films: diegetic and non diegetic sound.
Diegetic sound
Sound that we think is part of what’s going on the screen horse’s hooves, the sound of
thunder, and so on even though many of these will have been added later by a ‘Foley artist’.
Non-diegetic sound
Sound that we know is not part of what’s on screen, such as music (unless there's an
orchestra in shot!) and voiceover.

Watch this clip from Spider Man and complete the table
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbKL5g5i8MI
Digetic Sound examples

Non Digetic Sound examples

Write a paragraph explaining how sound has been used in this clip. Be specific, what
sound effects were used and how did they help to create atmosphere and mood

Task 6
You are going to watch two clips from two films, Pirates of the Caribbean and The
Fellowship of the Ring. As you watch each one, make notes about camera angles, mise-enscene, and sound. What atmosphere has been created?
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x35y3bp (Fellowship of the Ring)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfPYuI1cBpc (Pirates of the Caribbean)

Use the essay plan on the next page to write a comparative essay on the two films.

Comparing the opening sequence of The Fellowship of the Ring and The
Pirates of the Caribbean
Paragraph 1:
Write about the genre of both films and briefly explain what the films are
about.
Paragraph 2:
How are music and sounds used to create the mood of the opening?
Paragraph 3:
What colours are used in each opening sequence and what mood do they create?
Paragraph 4:
What different camera shots are used and what is their effect on the viewer?
Paragraph 5:
Does the mood change in the opening sequences? What makes the mood change?
Is there anything else you could write about?
Final paragraph
Write about which film opening you preferred and why.

Comparison connectives:

•
•
•
•
•
•

equally
in the same way
similarly
likewise
as with
like

Contrasting connectives:

•
•
•
•
•
•

whereas
instead of
alternatively
otherwise
unlike
on the other hand

Task 7. Final Task
Create a story board for the opening to a film of your choice.
Think carefully about the genre of the film you have chosen. You could, for
example, choose the dystopian genre.
Consider camera angle, colour, character, mise-en-scene. What are the
connotations of any colour or images?
In the smaller boxes add any dialogue or sound effects (diegetic or non
diegetic)
Make your drawings and notes as detailed as you can.
The storyboard is on the next page.

